
Food in Kansas

From Indian jerky made of dried buffalo meat to fast food hamburgers that began in Wichita, 

eating in Kansas has changed. Ways of getting, preparing, and preserving food in the past have 

been different from those of today, but we still use many of the same foods. This cookbook, 

contains recipes from different times in the Kansas past. As you use this book you will learn 

about the history of Kansas, a great food producing state.

Good nutrition has always been necessary to human life. People have known for a long time 

that what they ate was important to their health. Not until the 20th century, however, has 

nutrition become a science. We are still learning exactly how food nourishes the body.

E. V. McCullom, a Kansas farm boy who grew up to discover vitamin A, did experiments 

that showed how some foods affect health. McCullom also gave much of his time to telling 

people about nutrition and health. In the spirit of E. V. McCullom, we hope you will enjoy the 

recipes in this book as your learn about food, health, and history.
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This cookbook was originally produced in 1986 with funds from the Nutrition Education and 
Training Program, School Food Service Section, Kansas State Department of Education, and was 
prepared by the Kansas Historical Society. It is now out of print. This online version has undated 
photographs and graphics.



Food Choice Guidelines for Recipes

Each of the twenty recipes from different periods in Kansas history has been evaluated for  
present-day healthy eating. These healthy eating concepts are stressed for each recipe:  
(1) frequency of eating each food, (2) nutrients provided in the food, (3) fiber contained in the food. 
Foods from the recipes are described as “anytime,” “sometimes,” or “fewtimes.”

 Anytime foods are (1) tasty, (2) dense in four or more nutrients, (3) dense in fiber.
 Sometimes foods are (1) tasty, (2) dense in four or more nutrients or fiber.
 Few times foods are (1) tasty, but not dense in four or more nutrients or fiber.

Each recipe was mathematically calculated for six nutrients and fiber. There are also many other 
nutrients in foods. The following are the ones shown for the recipes in this cookbook:

 Iron: A nutrient in foods that helps build strong blood.
 Protein: A nutrient that helps build muscles and helps with growth.
 Vitamin A: A nutrient in food that helps keep throats healthy.
 Vitamin C: A nutrient in foods that helps heal cuts.
 Vitamin B: (Thiamin, Riboflavin, and Niacin): Nutrients that unlock food energy.
  On the chart, T R and N will indicate the specific nutrient.
 Calcium: A nutrient in dairy products that builds strong bones and teeth.
 Fiber: Part of plant foods that cannot be digested. Fiber helps sweep waste out of 
  the body.

To find out which nutrients are in each food made with the recipes in this cookbook, look at the 
bottom of the recipe pages. A “yes” indicates the food is dense in that nutrient. “Yes*” indicates the 
food is an extra-dense source of that nutrient.

Food Choice Guidelines: Example of an “anytime” food

 Iron Protein Vitamin A Vitamin C Vitamin B Calcium Fiber 

 yes* yes* yes* yes yes* yes* yes*
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Food of the Plains Indians

Early peoples used these bone tools to plant and 
harvest crops on the plains.
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The outside part of the buffalo horn was heated and shaped into dippers and  
spoons. A buffalo horn spoon can be seen at the Kansas Museum of History.

Clay pots were used to store dried corn and beans and were also used for cooking.  
After Indian traders came to the plains, iron and brass pots were used for cooking.  

This pot is in an exhibit at the Kansas Museum of History.
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Jerky

Millions of buffalo once lived in Kansas. Plains Indians hunted the buffalo for food. Sometimes they 
ate part of the meat raw. Most often, meat was roasted or boiled in water over a fire. All meat from 
the hunt could not be eaten at once. Indians learned to preserve the meat by cutting it in strips and 
drying it. This long lasting food was called jerky.

Other people learned from the Indians how to prepare jerky. Settlers often used salt to make jerky. 
Sarah Cummins was a girl in 1845 when her family traveled across Kansas in a wagon. She ate buffalo 
meat and wrote this about making jerky:

 To prepare this dried or jerked meat the newly dressed meat is first dipped into a
 solution of strong brine [See Glossary] then hung over a frame of small poles and
 allowed to drain. A fire of hardwood now supplies the drying curing smoke.

 Beef Jerky

  You need: 
2-1/2 pounds of lean beef chuck or shank 
Salt 
Pepper

  Do this:  
Slice meat into thin strips. Sprinkle with salt and pepper. Pound raw meat with hammer.  
Turn meat over and pound on the other side.

       Turn oven to a low heat, about 120 degrees, and leave door partly open for moisture to 
escape. Cover bottom rack of oven with aluminum foil. Spread meat strips on wire rack 
above. (Strips can be hung over the wires one by one.) Leave in the oven for 4 or 5 hours. 
Turn meat over and leave for another 4 to 5 hours on 120 degrees. When the jerky shrivels 
up and turns black, it is done. The strips will bend without snapping when they come from 
the oven. Turn off oven and remove meat when cool. Store in a closed jar.

 Iron Protein Vitamin A Vitamin C Vitamin B Calcium Fiber 

 yes  yes    yes/N & R 

Food Choice Guidelines: Jerky is a “sometimes” food.
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Pemmican

Making pemmican was another way of preserving food. Trail foods of campers today use the 
same idea as Indian pemmican.

Pemmican was dried meat pounded fine. Buffalo, elk, deer, and antelope meat were used. Fat was 
mixed with it. Sometimes berries were added. This recipe is from the 1800s.

  Cut the buffalo’s flesh into large lumps, then into thin slices. Hang up in the sun or over a fire 
and dry. When it is thoroughly dry, place upon rawhides spread out upon the ground. Pound until 
the meat is reduced to a pulp. Then place pulp into a strong container. Pour boiled tallow, boiled 
separately, over pulp. Stir together and thoroughly mix until dry pulp is soldered down into a hard, 
solid mass by the melted fat poured slowly over it. Then, after mixture cools, place in airtight 
container.

 Iron Protein Vitamin A Vitamin C Vitamin B Calcium Fiber 

 yes  yes    yes/N & R 

Food Choice Guidelines: Pemmican is a “sometimes” food.
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Corn and Bean Soup

Indians ate more than buffalo. For hundreds of years before explorers from Europe and America came 
into this land, native peoples cultivated gardens along river bottoms. These Indians often cooked 
the vegetables they grew with meat from the buffalo they hunted. Thomas Say, a scientist exploring 
Kansas, wrote of eating corn soup prepared by the Kansa Indians in 1820:

  They commonly placed before us a sort of soup composed of maize . . . boiled in water, and  
enriched with a few slices of bison meat, grease and some beans, and to suit it to our  
palates it was generally seasoned with rock salt which is procured near the Arkansas river.

 Corn and Bean Soup

   You need: 
1-1/2 cups dried kidney beans (or one can kidney beans) 
1/2 cup hominy (hominy is kernels of corn with the outer skin removed) 
1/2 cup maize/corn kernels (canned or frozen corn may be used today) 
1/2 pound smoked ham (this is a substitution for the piece of bison meat  
     the Indians would have used) 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
1 small onion, sliced 
Water

  Do this: 
Wash dried beans. Cover beans with water and soak overnight. Drain water.  
Put beans and ham in a saucepan with enough water to reach about 2 inches above beans. 
Cook for 1/2 hour with a lid on the pan. Add hominy and stir. Cook for 15 minutes. Add 
corn, stir. Slice onion to make rings. Push out the rings of the onion and lay on top of 
mixture. Cook for about 20 minutes. Stir well. Cook for 1-1/2 hours more with pan covered. 
Serves 6-8.

 Iron Protein Vitamin A Vitamin C Vitamin B Calcium Fiber 

 yes*  yes*    yes/T  yes 

Food Choice Guidelines: Corn and Bean Soup is a “sometimes” food.
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Pumpkin Mat

Pumpkins were one of the garden vegetables grown along river banks by Indians like the Pawnee and 
Wichita. These people wove strips of pumpkin into mats for storage. Pieces of the mats were torn 
off as needed to flavor soups and other dishes. The Kiowa and Comanche traded buffalo meat to the 
Pawnee and Wichita Indians for pumpkin mats.

 Pumpkin Mat

   You need: 
3-4 medium sized pumpkins

  Do this: 
1.  Cut off pumpkin at both ends so you can get seeds out.  

SAVE THE SEEDS AND PLANT IN YOUR SPRING GARDEN.

  2.  Peel the pumpkin, using a sharp knife. (Make a sawing motion  
starting at the top of the pumpkin and ending at the bottom.)  
Repeat until entire pumpkin is peeled.

 3.   Make a long spiral strip approximately 1 inch wide (don’t worry  
if it breaks) or slice pumpkin crosswise and slit rings to hang.  
Hang strips to dry for one to two days (longer indoors).

 4.  Place dried strips on hard surface and pound flat with smooth side  
of wooden mallet. Place half of strips in a row, close together.

 5.  Weave, using remaining strips, by lifting every other strip. To  
start another piece, simply overlap and continue to weave.  
When the mat is completed, secure by tucking ends under to  
conceal. When the mat is woven, pound it lightly. It will dry  
in a week. When dry, your mat will measure about 14 by  
16 inches.

 Iron Protein Vitamin A Vitamin C Vitamin B Calcium Fiber 

 yes yes yes*  yes*  yes/T yes yes 

Food Choice Guidelines: Pumpkin is an “anytime” food.  
(Nutritional information is based on canned pumkin.)
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Woven pumpkin mats hang on a wood drying rack in the Wichita Indian  
exhibit at the Kansas Museum of History.
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